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Coc army calc

0 -- Select Troop -- Archer Baby Dragon Balloon Barbarian Bowler Dragon Electro Dragon Giant Goblin Golem Healer Hog Rider Ice Wizard Lava Hound Miner Minion P.E.K.K.A. Valkyrie Wall Breaker Witch Wizard Of course the ads are annoying, but that's not what I'm here to talk about. This application has not been updated since the
release of Lava Hounds. Some troop costs and training times are all wrong or inaccurate. There are no level 5 dragons, no level 7 troops, no dark spells... This app is good if you're just starting clash, but for end-of-game players like me, it becomes less useful. You are better off finding the most efficient use of your barracks by yourself.
The evolution of the classic clash of the clan builder system, dedicated to all fans of this war strategy game. Without using hacks or cheats, stop exploring enemy maps incorrectly and find the vulnerable points of each coc base and dominate the game! Calculate the number of troops sent to destroy an enemy defense Try it now! It is free
help to plan the composition of your army, optimize the distribution of troops between the barracks for optimal training time and calculate the cost of the attack in order to stay in addition after the battle. Clash Calc is no longer supported. Almost all the features are now available in the game. This means that there will be no more updates.
Thanks for FaLcoN who continues to support this tool at ClashTrack. Define the capacity of the army camps, the level of the barracks, troops, spell factories and spells based on the City Room of Level: 1234567891011 Barracks Levels 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 1 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Dark Barracks
Levels 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Spell Factory Level 0 1 2 3 4 5 Dark Spell Factory Level 0 1 2 3 Army Camps Troop Capacity 2 0 30 40 50 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 0 125 130 135 140 145 150 155 160 165 170 175 180 185 190 195 200 205 210 215 220 225 230 235 240 Saved Army Compositions
Formerly Favorites. You can record your military compositions for future use or compare them side by side. Booster flags and values of unsted Subtract columns. Save May 2016 Balancing Update: 2× faster brewing for all spells. 2× faster training for Dragon, Witch and Wall Breaker. 3× faster workout for Golem, Lava Hound and
P.E.K.K.A. 1.5× faster workout for Balloon, Wizard, Healer, Valkyrie and Bowler. Clash of Clans and its logos are trademarks of Supercell. This website is not affiliated, approved, sponsored or specifically approved by Supercell is not responsible for the operation or content of this site. For more information about Supercell, please visit
their website at www.supercell.net. Developed by Mikhail Kalashnik © 2014 See what improvements you still need to make, calculate the total cost of all these upgrades, and see the total value of your village. Par Par 2016/06/05 15:48 Worked for what I needed for. And overall it was very simple #39, but there were a lot of additions
during the duration of my use in the app. This requires some major updates! This application has a very good potential, but from now on it has not hit. Good luck with the app hopefully it works for you by Vlad Martinez on 2016/05/05 21:43 Paid a dollar for in-app purchase to remove ads, but I'm still damd with ads!!!! by ClassAt12 on
2016/04/16 11:37 Non-stop block of full-screen ads. No need to pay for ... not worth putting up with the ads. Bu-bye by  on 2016/04/02 18:41 Downloaded, before I could finish setting all my troop levels, I had to see 6 ads. Hou. In addition, there are no dark spells and some lvl troops are wrong. Delete 5 minutes after download.
Good try to an application much needed, but too inaccurate and too many ads! by I6epoolguy on 2016/03/04 13:43 Nice app but needs updated. It will bring you closer, but if your high level, won #39 help you. by Lpek 504 on 2016/01/30 01:11 It #39's missing some dark items, some prices are wrong, the newer units aren't #39 amp; t, and
some units such as giants and goblins are fixed at the wrong level barracks. Also way too many ads. Every third faucet, WANNA PLAY CANDY CRUSH!? by Adamski227 on 2015/12/31 16:55 Of course the ads are annoying, but that'#39 s not what I'm saying. #39'm here to talk. This app has #39 not been updated since Lava Hounds
came out. Some troop costs and training times are all wrong or inaccurate. There #39 no level 5 dragon, no level 7 troops, no dark spells... This app is good if you'#39 re just starting clash, but for end-of-game players like me, it becomes less useful. You and #39 best to find the most efficient use of your barracks by yourself. by JeffM86 on
2015/12/22 16:04 The concept is awesome, but pop up adds every few seconds is ridiculous and frustrating. by Mateo IPod on 2015/12/03 23:14 This app is totally stupid! it does not dose anything and has a long way to go to add a lot. just don and don #39't get the app through Staaby4 on 2015/11/22 17:30 Ads wasting too much of my
time! by I want pie on 2015/10/10 13:01 Too many ads by Soow2 on 2015/08/31 23:29 I tried 3 times to enter data, but 3 times an ad popped up and pulled me away from the app as it covered the entire screen... I could do the math faster in my head than this thing of way, useless application try to milk the money way too hard, ignore it.
by Tshirley1102 on 2015/08/21 08:07 I've always loved this app, but with new prices on troops and spells, and the new dark spell factory, it really needs to be updated. by Aurigenesis on 2015/08/06 17:34 Used this application for a while and noticed that the calculation is off. The one I noticed was the time of lv 4 assistant is 8 minutes, but
in the app it '#39 put to ten. I would give it at least two stars, but I see someone sent a review and it seems that nothing has changed in three months. Also, I see more up ads for Game of War that I have the chance to calculate anything. This application turned out to be a more money ploy than a calculator. by Treneskin12 on 2015/06/04
17:30 It needs more than two dark troops, the cost has changed, and lvls are to be added to the troops by Shooter mcgavin 2345 on 2015/05/24 00:08 Just downloaded this today. The spell factory set to level five still has only 4 as the maximum choice on the drop down spell menu. Also the training time for balloons, Wizards, healers,
pigs and Valkyries are not correct. Balloons and wizards train in 8 minutes not 10, healers are 14 minutes not 15, pigs train in 2 minutes not 5 and Valkyries train in 8 minutes not 10. I didn't #39 bother checking the spells. Otherwise, it #39 nice to have a standalone calculator for the troops. by Chief Justin on 2015/04/20 01:10 This
application is better than some that it will record a mock-up of the army, but it remains. Doesn't #39 have the updated troops where the troop cost him #39's almost a year behind that'#39 s stupid and inaccurate i'#39 amp; m dumping by UT. ShawnRosario on 2015/04/05 04:56 Don't #39 do it. by Pau gyut on 2015/03/10 16:03 I have level
7 giants and this application considers only level 6 giants. by Idleford on 2015/02/12 14:54 Lava Dogs were added to the army months ago and they still haven't #39 amp; not updated the application by KYR SP33DY, deadly army on 2015/01/30 03:50 I think there is no #39; not many ads because they do pop up for me. So stop whining
and complaining that it shows an ad once every hour of activity and this app diserves more credit! by spacejam7 on 2015/01/27 19:35 Troop costs have been changed since the last update I still love tho by Tnteng on 2015/01/21 06:08 Announcements popped up not even 1 minute by Linglingb on 2015/01/04 07:28 Just downloaded. will
chk by MYSTLC7 on 2014/12/29 15:12 I love this application. It is so useful, I put in all my attacks and it tells me the cost, how long to train it, and how many troops to put in each barracks! It is so useful and I love it! Many people say this app, but there is no reason to, it does the job! by N88Fr8 on 2014/12/17 23:15 This is an excellent
application for calculating troop costs and testing troop combinations. The ads are #39 not too bad - it #39's just one at the bottom. All in all, an excellent application and very useful! by Valanze on 2014/12/12 18:01 If you go in airplane mode adds don and #39 t show up and be a little slow, but it gets the job done so this app deserves
more credit per j3rmz0r on 2014/12/11 15:02 Cool idea, but the ads cover the page every time you do something. Loses game time. In addition, the game works in landscape mode. Please add support for the landscape. It's easier to do a google search to #34 calc clash and add #34 it to your home screen. The app should be better than
the website and it just isn't #39 amp; t. by LHMPierre on 2014/10/29 01:50 Constant adds pop up blocking view and shoot focus away from what you're #39 and re trying to do. Not updated the cost of troops is not accurate. by Dg8.0 on 2014/10/25 08:35 Hate it bad by G-d Stuff on 2014/10/07 00:02 Ads block the button for me to save a
calculation! And a new update is needed for lava dogs just say, if you do this stuff, I'm #39 going to give you five stars! by Jasonytblack on 2014/10/06 02:48 A couple of bugs I could live with, but adds them block buttons to use the app. by need beats on 2014/09/25 00:20 I normally like this application and use it frequently to plan my
camps. But with the recent Clash update this also needs an update to keep up with the pace or I can delete it as it would be obsolete. UPDATE IT PLEASE?? by TheHottestPotato on 2014/09/16 23:31 Ads block the save calculation button. :L by Jduhdgbf on 09/04/16 00:34 Very full use for fing costs by Kdub101 on 2014/08/21 16:25 The
construction time hog rider is not correct. by Chfjchinbvh on 2014/08/21 01:58 I use this app every time I assemble my clan by SaxMan 83k on 2014/08/19 13:28 Still no fees for witches? Really, how hard is that? That would be a great application, except for that? I thought the update would solve this problem, but unfortunately not. by
Coolie #1 on 2014/08/03 11:27 It and #39 its excellent application to prepare raids to be effective and it is better to rehabilitating several other applications out there, but there are some problems. The pig riders are off for the cost of training, you can make a frost spell with any spell facies. And the cost of the spell does not add up with the
cost of the troop. The latter is not a glitch, but a problem with an easy solution. by tehJolly on 2014/07/29 12:51 Some numbers need to be updated in this application ... Could make my own soon if it #39 not be fixed. Balloons: Train time 8m, not 10m Wizards: Train time 8m, not 10m Hogriders: Train time 2m, not 5m Not sure of the costs,
if anyone wants to provide these updates. by Boss daddy 316 on 2014/07/20 18:56 Great application. Just need updating.hogs are 40 dark not 30. And the valkaries are 70 dark, not 100. They also need to add jump spells. Otherwise, he can easily calculate the troops though. Recommended for low-level people who #39 t have dark
troops and jump spells by junior0897 on 2014/07/08 19:35 If this app were up to date, it would be awesome and 5 stars!!!!!! It still has lvl5 minions and this update was centuries ago! Please let him know!!! by Non frequent flyer on 2014/06/29 11:45 Doesn'#39 t calculate Hog Properly. Otherwise, it's a pretty useful little app. by
The_Only_Owner on 2014/06/06 17:40 You'#39 ll miss the healer by Matthew_ATL on 2014/05/26 18:42 Sets up your current levels (easily adjusted when you upgrade). Calculates the values of your troops and spells, performing an easy analysis of your loot attacked (profit/loss). It should be noted that the current version (with the sister
wiki app) incorrectly calculates pig runners. Maybe was ok when it was released, although the game #39 current level 1 pork remover is 40 D.E., the application starts at 30 D.E. D.E. SmithsonianFam12399 on 2014/05/21 00:40 Great application very useful, but needs update for lvl6 troops and spells such as the wall breaker ect by
Nardavin on 2014/04/28 23:19 I really like this app and it helps me make my raids more effective. I found a bug, but it seems like an easy solution: It allows you to create a freeze spell, even if your spell factory is too weak. by Doudi 111 on 04/22/2014 17:01 It and #39;s very good but it needs some improvements! by TenkaFubu2 on
2014/04/12 02:58 Calculates total cost of troops, train time, fastest allocation of barracks and housing allowances. Deserves more praise. by Jesse Biter on 2014/03/17 21:36 Quick and easy to use download. by Saylor88 on 2014/01/18 23:36 Good application to give me a total cost of troops, but certainly has room for improvement by
amir arsalan arbaban ghafouri on 2013/12/30 08:16 You have to put this article on this application: - Total cost elixir and elixir d - total attack speed - total attack sounded - % victory / loss for each town hall by Jhh552 on 21/09/2013 08:11 I would give it 5 stars if they updated the new lvls and there is something wrong with one of the cats
by Walter024 on 2013/ 08/08/21 17:43 I would like to be able to record different calculations by NoNickNameJack on 2013/07/13 22:11 From mid-July, Healing time is not accurate. Update log says it was lowered to 15 min, but #39 and does not work. Other than that, seems to work well. by Shadowtech0520 on 2013/06/29 15:13 Attack
planning assistance. It tells you how much elixir it will cost to create troops and how long it will take even to make dark troops as well. The only thing is that they need to upgrade the spells and add the gel spell. by Devoe101 on 2013/05/27 22:23 It #39 its great application, but it needs an update for the cost of some things. by Tulipo08 on
2013/05/05 00:53 Great application. I would add landscape support and make the buttons a little bigger/easier to click. by JBowers621 on 2016/06/05 15:48 Worked for what I needed for. And overall it was very simple #39, but there were a lot of additions during the duration of my use in the app. This requires some major updates! This
application has a very good potential, but from now on it has not hit. Good luck with the app hope it works for you by NoNickNameJack on 2013/07/13 22:11 From mid-July, healing time is not accurate. Update log says it was lowered to 15 min, but #39 and does not work. Other than that, to work well. by  2016/04/02 18:41
Downloaded, before I could finish setting all my troop levels, I had to see 6 ads. Hou. In addition, there are no dark spells and some lvl troops are wrong. Delete 5 minutes after download. Good try to an application much needed, but too inaccurate and too many ads! by Vlad Martinez on 2016/05/05 21:43 Paid a dollar for in-app purchase
to remove ads, but I still get damd with ads!!!! by ClassAt12 on 16/04/2016 11:37 Non-stop Ads. No need to pay for ... not worth putting up with the ads. Bu-bye by Matthew_ATL on 04/26/05/26 18:42 Sets up your current levels (easily adjusted when upgrading). Calculates the values of your troops and spells, performing an easy analysis
of your loot attacked (profit/loss). It should be noted that the current version (with the sister wiki app) incorrectly calculates pig runners. Maybe was ok when it was released, although the game #39;s current level 1 hog ridder is 40 D.E., the app starts at 30 D.E. by Adamski227 on 2015/12/31 16:55 Of course, the ads are annoying, but
that'#39 s not what I'm #39 not here to talk about. This app has #39 not been updated since Lava Hounds came out. Some troop costs and training times are all wrong or inaccurate. There #39 no level 5 dragon, no level 7 troops, no dark spells... This app is good if you'#39 re just starting clash, but for end-of-game players like me, it
becomes less useful. You and #39 best to find the most efficient use of your barracks by yourself. by Shooter mcgavin 2345 on 2015/05/24 00:08 Just downloaded this today. The spell factory set to level five still has only 4 as the maximum choice on the drop down spell menu. Also the training time for balloons, Wizards, healers, pigs and
Valkyries are not correct. Balloons and wizards train in 8 minutes not 10, healers are 14 minutes not 15, pigs train in 2 minutes not 5 and Valkyries train in 8 minutes not 10. I didn't #39 bother checking the spells. Otherwise, it #39 nice to have a standalone calculator for the troops. by Coolie #1 on 2014/08/03 11:27 It and #39 its excellent
application to prepare raids to be effective and it is better to rehabilitating several other applications out there, but there are some problems. The pig riders are off for the cost of training, you can make a frost spell with any spell facies. And the cost of the spell does not add up with the cost of the troop. The latter is not a glitch, but a
problem with an easy solution. by KYR SP33DY, deadly army on 2015/01/30 03:50 I think there aren't many ads #39 because they barely appear to me. So stop whining and complaining that it shows an ad once every hour of activity and this app diserves more credit! by MYSTLC7 on 2014/12/29 15:12 I love this application. It is so
useful, I put in all my attacks and it tells me the cost, how long to train it, and how many troops to put in each barracks! It is so and I love it! Many people say this app, but there is no reason to, it does the job! by Aurigenesis on 2015/08/06 17:34 Used this application for a while and noticed that the calculation is off. The one I noticed was
the time of lv 4 assistant is 8 minutes, but in the app it '#39 put to ten. I would give it at least two stars, but I see someone sent a review and it seems that nothing has changed in three months. Also, I see more pop up ads for Game of War as I have a chance to calculate anything. This application turned out to be a more money ploy than a
calculator. Par Par on 2014/12/12 18:01 If you go on airplane mode adds don #39't show up and could be a bit slow, but it gets the job done if this application deserves more credit by Nardavin on 2014/04/28 23:19 I really like this app and it helps me make my raids more effective. I found a bug, but it seems like an easy solution: It allows
you to create a freeze spell, even if your spell factory is too weak. by j3rmz0r on 2014/12/11 15:02 Cool idea, but the ads cover the page every time you do something. Loses game time. In addition, the game works in landscape mode. Please add support for the landscape. It's easier to do a google search to #34 calc clash and add #34 it
to your home screen. The app should be better than the website and it just isn't and #39 by Shadowtech0520 on 2013/06/29 15:13 Attack Planning Aid. It tells you how much elixir it will cost to create troops and how long it will take even to make dark troops as well. The only thing is that they need to upgrade the spells and add the gel
spell. by amir arsalan arbaban ghafouri on 2013/12/30 08:16 You have to put this article on this application: - Total cost elixir and d-elixir - total speed attack - Total attack sounded - % victory/loss for each town hall by N88Fr8 on 2014/12/17 23:15 This is an excellent application to calculate troop costs and test troop combinations. The ads
are #39 not too bad - it #39's just one at the bottom. All in all, an excellent application and very useful! by need beats on 2014/09/25 00:20 I normally like this application and use it frequently to plan my camps. But with the recent Clash update this also needs an update to keep up with the pace or I can delete it as it would be obsolete.
UPDATE IT PLEASE?? by Saylor88 on 2014/01/18 23:36 Good application to give me a total cost of troops, but certainly has room for improvement by spacejam7 on 2015/01/27 19:35 Troop costs have been changed since the last update, I still love tho by Soow2 on 2015/08/31 23:29 I tried 3 times to enter data, but 3 times an ad
popped up and pulled me away from the app as it covered the entire screen... I could do the math faster in my head than this thing anyway, useless application try to milk the money way too hard, ignore it. by junior0897 on 2014/07/08 19:35 If this application were up to date, it would be awesome and 5 stars!!!!!! It still has lvl5 minions and
this update was centuries ago! Please let him know!!! by Tulipo08 on 2013/05/05 00:53 Application. I would add landscape support and make the buttons a little bigger/easier to click. by Jhh552 on 2013/09/21 08:11 I would give it 5 stars if they updated the new lvls and there's something wrong with one of the cats by Doudi 111 on
2014/04/22 17:01 It and #39; is very good, but it needs some improvements! by Jesse Biter on 2014/03/17 21:36 Quick and easy to use download. by Lpek 504 on 2016/01/30 01:11 It #39's missing some dark items, some prices are wrong, the newer units aren't #39;t in, and some units such as giants and goblins are at the wrong level
barracks. Also way too many ads. Every third faucet, WANNA PLAY CANDY CRUSH!? by TenkaFubu2 on 2014/04/12 02:58 Calculates total cost of troops, train time, fastest allocation of barracks and housing allowances. Deserves more praise. by Walter024 on 2013/08/21 17:43 I would like to be able to record different calculations by
Chfjchinbvh on 2014/08/21 01:01 58 I use this app every time I assemble my clan by JeffM86 on 2015/12/22 16:04 The concept is great, but pop up adds every few seconds is ridiculous and frustrating. by I6epoolguy on 2016/03/04 13:43 Nice app but needs updated. It will bring you closer, but if your high level, won #39 help you. by
SaxMan 83k on 2014/08/19 13:28 Still no fees for witches? Really, how hard is that? That would be a great application, except for that? I thought the update would solve this problem, but unfortunately not. by Jduhdgbf on 2014/09/16 00:34 Very full use for fing costs by LHMPierre on 2014/10/29 01:50 Constant adds pop up blocking view
and pull focus away from what you're #39're trying to do. Untimely frequently, the cost of troops is not accurate. by tehJolly on 2014/07/29 12:51 Some numbers need to be updated in this application ... Could make my own soon if it #39 not be fixed. Balloons: Train time 8m, not 10m Wizards: Train time 8m, not 10m Hogriders: Train time
2m, not 5m Not sure of the costs, if anyone wants to provide these updates. by Chief Justin on 2015/04/20 01:10 This application is better than some that it will record a mock-up of the army, but it remains. Doesn't #39 have the updated troops where the troop cost him #39's almost a year behind that '#39 stupid and inaccurate I'#39
dumping by Stuff on 2014/10/07 00:02 Ads block the button for me to save a calculation! And a new update is needed for lava dogs just say, if you do this stuff, I'm #39 going to give you five stars! by Treneskin12 on 2015/06/04 17:30 It needs more than two dark troops, the cost has changed, and lvls must be added to troops by non-
frequent flyer on 2014/06/29 11:45 Doesn #39't calculate hog riders correctly. Otherwise, it's a pretty useful little app. by Devoe101 on 2013/05/27 22:23 It #39 its great application, but it needs an update for the cost of some things. by Tshirley1102 on 2015/08/21 08:07 I've always loved this app, but with new prices on troops and spells,
and the new dark spell factory, it really needs to be updated. by Pau gyut on 16:03 I have level 7 giants and this application only considers level 6 giants. by Idleford on 2015/02/12 14:54 Lava Dogs were added to the army months ago and they still haven't #39;t updated the app by Jasonytblack on 2014/10/06 02:48 A couple of bugs I
could live with, but adds them block buttons to use the app. by Kdub101 on 2014/08/21 16:25 The construction time of the pig rider is not correct. by The_Only_Owner on 06/04/06 17:40 You and #39;ll missing the healer by SmithsonianFam12399 on 2014/05/21 00:40 Great app app useful, but needs updating for lvl6 troops and spells
such as the wall breaker ect ect
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